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The External Control of Organizations had three central themes; each of 
which represented somewhat of a change in direction for the field of organiza
tion studies at the time of its publication. One way of assessing the· impact of 
the book, the evolution of its ideas over time, and exploring its position in the 
field today is to investigate how these three themes have imfoldedover the suc
ceeding years in both empirical research and subsequent theorizing: ·, 

The first, and perhaps the most central, theme was the importance of the 
environment or the social context of organizations for understanding what de
cisions got made about issues ranging from who to hire (Salancik, 1979; Pfef
fer and Leblebici, 1973), the composition of boards of directors' (Pfeffer, 
1972a; 1973), and what alliances and mergers to seck (Pfeffer, 1972b; Pfeffer 
and Nowak, 1976). The general premise was that social context mattered (We
ick,1996), a theme that can be found in much of the research that Sahincikand 
I did both together and individually. The importance of the environment for· un
derstanding organizations was a natural extension of the ideas of open· systems 
theory (e.g., Katz and Kahn, 1978; Yuchtman and Seashore, 1967) then gain
ing currency. The idea was that if you wanted to understand organizational 
choices and actions, one place to begin this inquiry was to focus lesson inter
nal dynamics and the values and beliefs of leaders and more on the situations 
in which organizations were located and the pressures and constr~i.Jiis that e~.~ 
anated from those situations. In that sense, The External Control of Organiza
tions was quite consistent with the ideas of situationism in social psych?logy 
(Bowers, 1973; Jones, 1998). An emphasis on the importance of context ~?r 
understanding organizations led naturally to questioning the extent to which 
leaders made a difference in organizational performance (e.g., Lieberson_and 
O'Connor, 1972; Pfeffer, 1977). The shift in direction forthe field ofo.rga'lli: 
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}:~ - ". · -:~~ti~~ ~t~di~~ ··~as· ~n increased emphasis on the environment as a way of un-
r .. =:t~ -~ : ... •;. .. ~~ .. :~:- :,.; .... · . . .. ···'·~··x. • • 
· derstanding organ~zat10ns. . . . 

. The External 'control of Organizations viewed orgamzat10ns as bemg em-
.: bedded ' i~'netw~rk~- of interdependencies and social relationships (Granovetter, 
· i~i85). The ~eed. for resources, including financial and physical resources as ~ell 

~;~~ ',- as info~atio~::~ ~btained from the environment, made organizations potenttally 
~:.~-, . depend~nf'on-'th~ external sources of these resources-hence the characteriza
~~~~ ··. d~n':·of th{theoi)/ ~s resource dependence. Dependencies are often reciprocal 
)~b: ·:and "som~tilnes hidrrect. Therefore. the book is filled with network and relation
~·::',, ship\iriag~ry,·ev_~~;though there was almost no attempt to explicitly employ net-
.. ' . work me-t:.'l'odology io anaiyze data in the studies summarized therein. 
, :~~~A se~ond. i~portant theme was that although organizations were obviously 
~~~ . con.strai~ied by tlieir'-situations and environments, there were opportunities to do 

, ,;4 ~~~.::?:.·ttiihg's,'1~ch as .coopting (Selznick, 1949) sources of constraint, to obtain, at 
,~ . l~ast. temporarily; rriore autonomy and the ability to pursue organizational inter

::ests. Indeed ; because of the effect of external constraints on both profits (e.g., 
·· H3'urt, '!983)and decision autonomy (Pfeffer, 1972c), organizations possessed 
; both th~ desi~e and,-occasionally, the ability to negotiate their positions within 
: thos~'c~hstnrlnts using a variety of tactics. In other words, Salancik and I argued 
, th~f strategic;ch<lice' was both possible (Child, 1972) and sometimes, although 

•, .•, .,.. ~ .... . ~ • • 1'1.1-· ·.- . • ·· ~· , .. • 

' . >;;;:! not inevitably, efficacious because the strategies to overcome constraint some-
::(, i.lj(tirif~s wo~ked (Pfeffer, 1973; Burt, 1983). The change in emphasis for the field 
)::~- F_:~ w~;)n se~ing org~~izational strategy as focused not just on products and cus
~r :':~r; torriers but also on suppliers and other entities in the environment, including 
~·~· ·]~j gov~rnmental organizations, that ultimately affected the flow of resources to 
[ ·"' .E.k those organizations. In that sense The External Control of Organizations antic-
)~ · '.'· ~··.!,·~· • f'· • • 

;~J~t· . tpated the growmg mterest in supply chains and value chain management. 
··_ :t'}l ,: ,As organizations try to alter their environments, they become subject to 
::£:~}' new and different constraints as their patterns of interdependence change, 

·a~f~- which the org~n~zations then try to further negotiate. The image presented is 
)~r~·~\ one of dynamtc mteraction and evolution of organizations , environments, and 
~vvt interorganizational relations over time as the various social actors maneuver 
;~J;t for advantage . Again the limits of both the authors' methodological training 
·;;.:-~

0

; :}-::and ~he available empirical methods and data did not result in explicitly dy-
':; __ , '.f na~t~ models showing the evolution of both environments and organizational 

\ ~~_;_~-~~~n~ and structures over time. But the metaphor of dynamic interaction is 
·I lm~!~~lt m ~he book as is the image of organizations acting strategically to 

manage the1r resource dependencies. 

~ The -~~.~d rnaj.or theme ":as ~e importance of the construct of power for un-
~:f~;, derstandtng bot_h mtraorgamzat10nal and interorganizational behavior. The im-

1_:, portance of socml power as an idea is an almost inevitable outgrowth of the fo
! ; cus on ~ependence and interdependence (Blau, 1964; Emerson, 1962) and the 

.:":ti~~ :'co~~rnts ~at result from dependence and attempts to manage or mitigate those 

t~~f.fo <1 i. 
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constraints. The emphasis on power as opposed to economic efficiency distin
guishes resource dependence from transactions cost theory (Williamson, 1975), 
which is also concerned with interorganizational relationships among buyers , 
sellers, and competitors (e.g., Williamson and Ouchi, 1981). The idea that power 
was important for understanding organizations, as contrasted, for instance, with 
rationality or efficiency, was yet another way in which resource dependence 
ideas represented somewhat of a shift in focus for organization studies. 

Resource dependence maintained that some organizations had more power 
than others because of the particularities of their interdependence and their lo
cation in social space. For instance, the government was a substantial provider 
of resources to a number of industries such as defense coniractors (and educa
tion and health care currently), but itself was less dependent on its suppliers be
cause there were often multiple suppliers of desired goods and services. Hence, 
organizations that relied heavily on government contracts were typicaJJy, al
though not invariably, more dependent on the government than it was on them 
(Salancik, 1979). As a consequence, the government could force numerous 
policies and decisions on those organizations- for instance in education, com
pelling universities to provide the same athletic opportunities for women as 
they do for men, and in earlier times, encouraging affirmative action to hire 
women and minorities. 

External resource dependencies also affected internal power dynamics. The 
people, groups, or departments inside organizations that could reduce uncer
tainty (Hinings, et al., 1974), manage important environmental dependencies, 
and help the organization obtain resources held more power as a result of their 
critical role in ensuring organizational survival if not success (Salancik and Pf
effer, 1974; Salancik, Pfeffer, and Kelly, 1978). So, for instance, power evolved 
inside electric utilities from engineers to lawyers and business specialists as the 
critical issues shifted from more technical concerns of building and operating 
power plants to dealing with an increasingly complex and contentious regula
tory environment and managing highly leveraged capital structures in ever more 
dynamic financial markets (Pfeffer, 1992). 

Other Theories of Organizations and Environments 

The 1970s saw the emergence of two other important theories that focused 
on organizations and their environments, population ecology (e.g., Hannan and 
Freeman, 1989) and institutional theory (e.g., Meyer and Rowan, 1977). There 
originally were, and to some extent still are, important theoretical differences 
among the theories, although resource dependence theory and institutional the
ory have grown somewhat closer together over time. One way of comparing 
and contrasting the theories is to briefly explore how each deals with the three 
foci of environmental determinism, strategic choice, and the connection be
tween external constraints and internal dynamics. 
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Population ecology, like·· resource dependence, focuses on the effect_s of the 
environment on organi~ations and also shares a concern with the m~tenal c~n
ditions of that environment, particularly the dimension of population denstty 
(e.g., Carroll and !Yade·, 1991~ H[Innan and Carroll, 1992), a variable that rep
resents the intensity ofcompetition for resources. Population ecology focuses 
primarily.on organi~~tional birth, and mortality of organizational fofll_ls or ty.p~s 
of organizations as ihe primarydependent variables. The argument lS that 1t lS 

througl:i"differential rates of births and deaths that the prevalence of organiza
tional forms in the.I>Opulation·changes (Hannan and Freeman 1989). Organi
zational adaptation is deemphasized by ecological theory. Adaptation is pre
sumed to be relati~~:ly rare.bo-th because of inertial forces (Hannan and 
Freemail, 1984) inside organizations and because change is difficult to accom-
plish successfully,"with evidehce,indicating that mortality increases when or
ganizations try to''ch~ge their fundamental characteristics (e.g., Amburgey, 
Kelly,'and Barn.eti, 1993; Carroll,1984). 

Both resource .depende'nce and population ecology emphasize the impor
tance ofttie envin)f.1mentfor understanding organizations. However, there are 
some imp~rtant differences' in the perspectives. The five principal differences 
betweel1))opulatioil e_~ology an4'resource dependence are as follows. First, re
source d.~pendcnce 'admits much' more possibility of organizations altering 

! their environments: ·whhe population ecology takes selection processes result
ing fronf'competition''?for instance, and other dimensions of the environment 

1, 15, more as a given. Sego~d, resource dependence includes more possibility and, 
indeed, likelihood 0~ organizational change and adaptation in response to ex
ternal forces. In population ecology, by contrast, differential selection through 
birth and death processes constitutes the primary way in which organizational 
populations change. Third, resource dependence focuses more on organiza
tional decisions-such as who to put on boards of directors what other com-. . 
pames to merge with, how to achieve legitimacy through altering internal 
struct~res_ and processes, while population ecology is largely silent about how 
orgamzattonal structures and behaviors emerge to be selected. 

. Th~se ~ree differences mean that there is much more of a place for strate
gtc chmce ~n resource dependence theory, a somewhat ironic fact given the use 
~~g;p~atron eco~ogy i~ underst~ndi.ng corporate strategy (e.g., Burgclman, 

). owever, mdustnal orgamzat10n economics another perspective em
ployed to un~erstand business strategy (e.g., Porter, 1980) also has some of this 
flavor of environmental deterrn1· 0 , Th h . . . . · . . Ism. e emp as1s m early mdustnal orgam-
zatmn economics conception f tr· . . . . s o s ategy mostly was on bemg m the nght m-du .. trv . ~nrl nnr>D ;.,. i'hn .. !_ ..l ~" ~ 

t
-h --b"'' :-··- .... :"'"' u• u~a~ •uuu:lcry, except tor deciding on whether to compete on 

e asts of dtfferentmtion or co t . . . . 
·bed d a1· s • organtzatmnal dects1ons were quite circum-

sen • e mg mostly with entry d · · 
in Jater work p 

198 
. an extt mto markets. However, particularly 

action w'th ~rter ( S) mcorporated more possibilities for organizational 
1 an ~ncreased focus on internal processes. 

A fourth difference is that 1 · popu atton ecology, because of its study of birth 
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and death processes which occur over time, is more explicitly longitudinal 
than most empirical studies in the resource dependence tradition. However, 
there is nothing inherently static in resource dependence predictions and, as 
noted above, there is a dynamic aspect to arguments about changes in organi-
7~tionc;:. ~nn Pnvirf\nrnPnt~ O\!Pr tin1P in rPoo::nono;:"" to thP ~,.tinno;: of thP fn,.~l ~nrl 
&J-..,.&-&.&._, -••- -.a.a. • .&.&..-&&.&&..a._ ............ ""• ._..._ "'~£.A.A.- &&& .L-~y"'>o.J'&&U_. 1."-J lr&.l.""" -V ... .L'-".&.&U '-'& ll-.1..&- .L'-F ...... Y..& ~.l.a.'-'1-

other organizations. 
The fifth difference is that population ecology is largely silent about the 

causes of internal organizational dynamics such as contests for power, leader
ship succession, and similar issues. In theory, of course, such processes could 
be modeled using a natural selection logic, but with few exceptions (e.g., Bar
nett and Carro11, 1995) population ecology has remained true to its name, fo
cused primarily on the dynamics of organizational populations (e.g., Carroll 
and Hannan, 2000). 

Institutional (or as it is sometimes called, neoinstitutional) theory began 
much like resource dependence with an emphasis on the effects of the social 
environment on organizations. The environment presumably imposed con
straints on organizations that affected how they looked-their structures-and 
what they did-their practices. The difference was that institutional theory 
tended to emphasize social rules, expectations, norms, and values as the source 
of pressures on organizations to conform, rather than the patterns of transac
tions and exchanges that formed the focus for resource dependence. Scott 
(1995: 33), for instance defined institutions as "cognitive, normative, and reg
ulative structures that provide stability and meaning to social behavior." 

The cognitive approach focuses on the actors' shared frameworks of interpretation, 
which allow them to acquire a common definition of the situation .... The nonna
tive conception is more evaluative in nature, and legitimacy takes on a moral 
tone-doing what others expect as "appropriate" for one's role. The regulative 
view looks to formal and informal rules as constraining and regularizing behavior, 
and legitimacy consists in conforming to those rules (Davis and Greve, 1997: 6). 

Note the absence of resource interdependence in the discussions of where con
straints originate. Moreover, early institutional theory largely neglected issues 
of power and interests that were prominent in resource dependence (e.g., 
DiMaggio, 1988). It was as if institutional rules and social expectations had a 
life of their own, rather than being themselves the outcomes of contests among 
various social actors trying to mold the institutional environment to their ad
vantage. In that sense, early versions of institutional theory tended to downplay 
the potential for strategic choice, for organizations to actively shape their envi
ronments, seeing social rules a..11d norms as t~ken-for-granted and therefore less 
malleable. More recently, however, institutional accounts have broadened to 
incorporate the idea of contests over legitimacy, norms, and values, and the 
possibility of changing the normative order through strategic actions and inter
actions (e.g., Scott, et al., 2000). 

All three theories, then, emphasize the importance of the environment. Re-
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sourclde~enden~e an~fccent versions of institutional theory both speak to the 
possi~ility ~f organ{zations engaging in strategic actions t~ obtain support from 
the environment, and both also speak more to the connectmns between the:~
vironhient'~rid. internal decisions than does population ecology. In fact, legth
mac);: som~fuing elriphasized by institutional analysis, was sccn in resource ~e
pendence·a~_one nior(! r~source to be acquired, possibly through the cooptatiOn 
(Dowling ;a~d Pfeffer, 1975) of elites. The principal differe-nce between :e
source-dependence anctrecent Versions of institutional theory iS their relatiVe 
emph.asis ()~the rna~~rhil conditions of the environment as contrasted with cul
tural"norm's,'values; a~d social expectations. 

-~- -¥: _1.'f • ."',:J. , , "."-··· .. ·( ·:.: ._.. • 
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Resource Depende~ce as Theory and Metaphor 
. . ..... ~ ..... ,.. ~.......... .. ,. ···.•·" ~: .,, 

;. ; ~ ..... 

:·, . . As of the spring of 2002~ there were 2,321 citations to The Extemal Con-
trol ~jOrga'-hizations: Moreover, there was little evidence that the pace of cita

,'tioil""to.a book'almost.i5 years old was diminishing. For instance, from 1996 to 
;_ 2002 .there ~ere 846· citations~ while from 1992 to 1996 there were 499 cita
·; tion~; Some S8% of the "total citations received since the book's publication in 

1978 had b~~n recei~ed in the most recent ten year period. 
'on the ~-ne han{( one might interpret these data as reflecting the success of 

resource dependence ideas. Yet, there is a limited amount of empirical work 
explicitly extending ,and testing resource dependence theory and its central 

' tenets ~)nstcad, studies of interorganizational relations increasingly rely on 
ideas from structural 'sociology that emphasize network position more than re
source interaependence (e.g., Anand and Piskorski, 2002). It has been sug
gested that one of the sources of the success of resource dependence ideas has 
been that they are as much a metaphorical statement about organizations, not 
particularly open to being tested or disproved. Without denying the metaphor
ical use of resource dependence language and ideas, however, it seems clear 

.. that the book makes a number of potentially falsifiable empirical predictions. 
For reasons of space, it is impossible to review all of the subsequent empir

/ ical work that ~s relevant to evaluating resource dependence theory. In what fol
. lows, I selecttvely summarize some of the major streams of work that has 

emerged, using the three basic themes of the theory as an organizing framework. 
,,, ..... · ~·" .,,:;;:, 

~~; ... 

.. Environmental Effects on Organizations 

~!though the title of the book speaks to external control and an important 
prew..1se is Umt decisions made inside organizations reflect pr~ssures emanating 
from -~~e environme~~' there is actually very little research that has explored the 
operatton of :xternal constraints on organizational decisions (e.g., Pfeffer, 
1972c; Salanc1k 1979) Rath h f h . , . 

• •• >; . • • er, muc a t e empmcal exploration has focused 
on the relatiOnshtp between d d . . . . 

. . ~ '·'"' resource epen ence and orgamzat10nal dec1S1ons 
/'< •.? .>, ., 
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that might be construed as being made in response to dependence, such as ef
forts to absorb or coopt constraint. 

There is one important exception to this statement, however, which is 
Christensen's work on sustaining and disruptive technologies (e.g., Chris-
t~"'-""'" 1 007• l"l-o,..;ct,:ortc~n ~nrl 'RnnToPr 100;:;:1 l"hr;ct~nc.on 'c C'tnrlu r.f tho rl;c~ 
........... .._t..JI'-'I..l,. ~../../I' '-'.l.l..l...lUL.V~.l~""" .1. i4J.J..U. ..L.I'VY'lV.l.-t .../../'\Jj• "'-' .I....L~LJ\.VJ. I.J"'.l.l U L1 UUJ V.& l.&J. ...... '-4-.I.~V 

drive industry revealed an interesting anomaly: the industry's leading, estab
lished firms led in the development of sustaining technical changes (Chris
tensen and Bower, 1996: 204) while "the firms that led the industry in intro
ducing disruptive architectural technologies ... tended overwhelmingly to be 
entrant rather than established firms" (p. 205). This occurred even though case 
study evidence revealed that, in virtually all cases, the new, disruptive tech
nologies had been known by and even, in some instances, developed inside of 
existing, established tirms. The answer as to why new technologies were not 
adopted by existing firms comes from considerations of resource dependence: 
"a finn's scope for strategic change is strongly bounded by the interests of ex
ternal entities (customers, in this study) who provide the resources the firm 
needs to survive" (Christensen and Bower, 1996: 212). Although Christensen's 
insights are certainly compatible with resource dependence, to this point there 
has not been the quantitative empirical work to support the insights generated 
from the case studies. Specifically, studies of strategic change might consider 
both the extent to which a given firm is dependent on various customers and 
the particular demands of those customers to provide further demonstration of 
the Christensen insights. 

The first and most logical extension of the ideas in The External Control 
of Organizations was to take the network imagery implicit in the argument and 
actually operationalize and extend the ideas using network measures and meth
ods. Ron Burt and I were at the University of California at Berkeley at the 
same time and knew each other, and he used some of our data on resource 
flows in the economy in his paper on interlocking directorates (Burt. Christ
man, and Kilburn, 1980) and in his analysis of mergers (Burt, 1980). Burt 
(1983) developed much more quantitatively precise measures of external con
straint, using the intuition that dependence was a function both of the extent to 
which a given firm or industry segment had a higher proportion of its transac
tions with some other segment or set of finns, and with the extent to which that 
sector was itself concentrated, so that coordinated action could be pursued 
against the interests of the focal firm. 

The availability of data on directors and therefore, the ability to construct 
data sets assessing the extent and structure of director interlocking produced a 
surge of research in the relationship between resource dependence a."ld the com
position and structure of boards of directors, including the relationship between 
financial dependence and the presence of bankers on corporate boards (see, for 
instance, Allen, 1974; Mizruchi and Stearns, 1988). Even though many things 
have changed in corporate governance and the legal and economic environment 
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over th~~y~a'rs, resea~ch ·on}nterlocking directorates has for the most part_ has 
moved or{ to consider the effects'of .ties on various outcomes such as the diffu
sion of merger ac_ti~ity .. (Hauns.chiid,· 1993), organizational structures (e.g., 
Palmer, Jciu1ings, an~ Zhol:l, . l99~ ; Bums_and Wholey, 1993), and anti-takeover 
defenses such as pois.on pills(Da\·is: 1991). It would be useful to revisit resource 
depende~ceand othe~ predfcti~n~ conc~rning detenninants of the size and com
position of corporate ooaJ4s to·s~~ if the o~ginal findings are replicated and as a 
way of exploring scope 'or_ino~et:lting conditions for the theory. 

Justsuch a replication ~and 'extension was undertaken by Finkelstein ( 1997) 
with respect to merge~s: His anaiysi_~.found that resource dependence results 
were replicated using\;:;-~r-~·recent data~· However, using more sophisticated an-

., .; ,..,....; ~. .. ,, "':.,ll' .,.-·· •... - ~ ·-. • 

alytical methods and less aggregated· data (finer grained industry categonza-
tions) reduced the mag~itude of res~~r~ dependence effects. Finkelstein ( 1997: 

·:·'> ~·, · 803) found no evidei\c~ iliat resou;~~ dependence effects had diminished over 
·{ft~ time-"in fact, some 6i the strong6~{ fi~dings emerged for the three most recent 

;!~)1! • ..., ~ :;. 

~~;~f. time periods." Finkelstein also found that conditions of anti-trust enforcement 
~- F-.~ ~:..... -· ~_..- ~ - ,. i \ ~ 

,;;~ affected the ability of resource interdependence to predict patterns of mergers. 
;;~;~t~ . ,;f • -~:~~-,~·:P 
~i~:~< ~ Organizational Efforts to Maiiage,Environmental Constraint 
~~~t~ ;' ·- -~· ;i! '.i .. . • f\;'~ 
h ... ~ :h~~··""· ·~--~ ' 

~-- ·- In a sense, a number of the studies cited in the preceding section represent 
organizational efforts to manage constraints. Analyses of mergers, joint ven
tures, and board of director interlocks often show that these actions follow pat
terns of transactional interdependenc~': presumably to cope with that interde
pendence and the uncertainty that dependence generates. For instance, Gulati 
and Gargiulo's (1999) study of alliances in three industries spanning several 
countries and nine years concluded that resource interdependence predicted al
liance fonnation. Their study also showed the effects of network structure, be
cau~~ the specific other organizations that partner in alliances depends on the 
posttlOn th?se p~ners have in the social network. In other words, companies 
seek to budd alhances to manage dependence but do so with companies that 
are in a social position to be trusted. 

. Other atten:p~s to manage constraints can involve intervening in public pol
tcy and the pohttca\ process. As Schuler, Rehbein, and Cramer (2002: 659) 
noted: "government policy ... detcnnines the rules of commerce the structure 
of markets (through barrier t t d h . ' . . . s o en ryan c anges m cost structures due to regu-
lations, substdtes and taxar )· th ffi . . . . •. mn , eo enngs of goods and services that are per-
rrusstble, and the stze of markets bas d . . , U £ e on government substdtes and purchases. 

f
n O~nate~y, the USe of political means tO manaPe rP'<:nnrC""' dependence l.S not 

o ten mvestt t d A c ~-UV'... "' , .. " . 

rhetori f b g~ e · pparently many people have bought into the free market 
c o usmess and government and b h f . not ot ered to note the pervasiveness 

o quotas, tanffs, and numerous form f d' . . . . 
signed to provide one fi s 0 trect and md_uect mterventions de-

mn or sector advantages. Analyzmg the political activi-
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ties-political action committee contributions, the number of people in a firm's 
Washington office, and the number of lobbyists and political consultants re
tained by each firm, Schuler, et al. (2002: 668) found that companies that relied 
heavily on government contracts "lobbied and contributed to campaigns to 

Virtually alJ of the research treating organizational responses to interde
pendence has a strange omission- any consideration of whether these various 
cooptive strategies are successful, or at an even more refined level, the condi
tions under which the various strategies work and when they don't. Two ex
ceptions to this statement would be Burt's (1983) analyses of profits and Pfef
fer's (1973) study showing that hospitals that optimally structured their boar-ds 
to manage interdependence en joyed greater effectiveness. Although there have 
been some studies of the effects of, for instance, interlocking directorates on 
various corporate behaviors (see Mizruchi, 1996 for a review), there is much 
less research than there should be on the effects of various cooptive relations 
and political strategies on organizational outcomes, including not only prof
itability but also the reduction of uncertainty, potentially measured as a reduc
tion in variation in performance or other outcomes. 

How Environmental Constraint Affects Internal Organiza
tional Dynamics 

The External Control of Organizations argued that there was a connection 
between external interdependence and internal organizational processes t and 
this connection was mediated by power. Specifically, those people or subunits 
which could best cope with critical organizational uncertainties came to have 
relatively more power inside the organization (e.g., Perrow, 1970; Hickson, et 
al., 1971), and used that power to ensure that their view of what should be 
done, including who should succeed to various positions, prevailed. Although 
there have been numerous studies of executive succession since that time, most 
of those studies have focused on whether insiders or outsiders came to power, 
with some concern with the functional backgrounds of newly appointed CEOs. 
The studies have focused their search for explanations on conditions of owner
ship, financial perlormance, and the composition of the board of directors (e.g., 
the proportion of insiders) rather than on the links between the external envi
ronment and the frequency and other dimensions of successions (e.g., Ocasio, 
1994). Other research has sought to tie the functional backgrounds of sehior 
executives to the strategic decisions (e.g., Hambrick and Mason, 1984) organ
izations make. but there is little research that attempts to explore the complete 
connection between environmental constraint and internal organizational dy: 
namics, including outcomes other than who occupies critical organizational po~ 
sitions and their backgrounds. 

There is, however, certainly evidence consistent with the resource de-
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p~nden~e vi~w 9f executive succession. Fligst:in (1 ~87~ tr~ced the r.ise of fi
nance to poW,erifi. u.s. corporations to changes m the mstitutiOnal envtronme~t 
and particularly 'the rise in power of the capital markets and the need for sk1H 

;~ in raising capital and managing relationships with.sh~re ~wners. Thornton and 
.· Ocasio (1999): ·s~udying the higher education pubhshmg mdustr~, note~ that as 

publishing tran~~tioned from an industry in which books and thetr qu~J~ty were 
import~t to_'<?ne.in which financial results were viewed as more cnucal, the 
determinants ·afsuccession changed accordingly. 

<· This qui~k.§yerview of the basic premises of resource dependence theory 
indicates thafs\lpporting evidence has continued to accumulate. However, 
thPrP lll rnnf"h-J;;.c II <:'\7\:tf>rn~ttf" c;:tnrhr Af 1"f'II.C\HTC'P liPT'\Pt)neflCC nredictiOOS than ._4 .. .....-.J. ..... .A.V ._..._ .. ....._...,..._&. "-""'1V VJ U'-'-"~4.1."-+.,....__ ...,._ _ _.J ~...._ .._._u.._, _ _.."" ___ .t'"._,. - i 

,, there might b·e·::a~d second. in very few cases are resource dependence predic
.<:~'' tions tested against alternatives. Therefore, in spite of (or perhaps because of) 

.:1,~!:~~.) the widespread·a~ceptance of resource dependence logic, much empirical work 
_;,.... ·r~~ai~~~-io b~·-dorie. 

-~~- . 

Challenges and ~ritiques 
' ' 

Iri ·~~'e years since The External Control of Organizations was published, a 
numbef.L~f theoretical challenges and critiques have appeared. Some re
searchers ha~e"~rgued that resource dependence, with its focus on transactional 
interdep~nden.ce·:· overlooks other important environmental effects on organi
zations.' Thismiist certainly be true, as nowhere did Salancik and I claim that . "".') 

resource interdependence accounted for everything about organizations. 
Donald Palmer has offered two alternative views of the environment that 

are different in their focus from resource dependence. One perspective speaks 
::" to the importanr.ce of place, of geography, of physical location on interorganiza

tional relations·: "Social theory tends to ignore the spatial character of social ac
tion and structure .... Contemporary organization and class theory are written 
as if corporations, their administrative and productive activities, and their lead
ers are not situated in a physical world" (Kono, Palmer, Friedland, and Zafonte, 
1998: 865). For instance, Kono, et al. (1998), studying directorate interlocks, 
found that they had a spatial dimension and the determinants of within locale 
and across locale directorate ties were different. There is little doubt that geog-

. , raphy matters (Friedland and Palmer, 1984), and organizational research would 
~. ; be w_ell ~erved to explore the effects of proximity on numerous phenomena, in-

cludmg t · · 1 m e~orgamzat10na relations. However, space probably matters more or 
less dependmg on the time period, as communication technologies and even 
nonns about economic and social relations at a distance have changed. In that 
reg:rrd, t~e Kono, et al. study, which used 1964 data, could probably stand repli
catwn usmg more recent data. And the scope conditions for the effects of geog-
raphy could be profitably expl d M . . 

_ _. ore · oreover, even m the context of the 1mpor-.. .~ ... ~ 
~:~· /w,if . 

~;~ 
~: 
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tance of physical location, "the results indicate that resource dependence rela
tions influence interlocking" (Kono, et al., 1998: 891 ). 

Palmer's second important contribution to the delimiting of resource de
pendence ideas was to note that resource dependence ignores social class. 
A cr~in fnrn<;:incr An intP1'1Af'lrino rlirPf'tr.r~tP~ P>~lrnPr (1 OS<1.'1 ~ronPrl th~t rlirPf'-... ·e-....... ..._......, __ LI'_.. ...... o ......, ..... .~.. .. ..~. ............... '"' ...... .&. ........ &..~.o - ... .&.""""''"""" ... -""._.u, ..... '-4. ........... ~ ,..&..,'-"-'!,.,...,b ..... """~ ......... ""'" ... ....._ .. ..._,.,..~ 

tor ties did not so much bind organizations together as organizations were 
places where class relations were formed, reproduced, and reaffirmed. "Ac
cording to the interorganizational approach, organizations are entities that pos
sess interests .... According to the intraclass approach, individuals within the 
capitalist class or business elite are actors who possess interests. Organizations 
are the agents of these actors" (Palmer, 1983: 40-42). Palmer found that when 
directorate ties were broken, they were not often reconstituted, which called 
into question the idea that interlocking directorates served to manage depend
ence relatjons. Of course, it is possible that both perspectives have some valid
ity, and again research could profitably examine the scope conditions of the or
ganizational and the social class approaches. 

A third critique of resource dependence comes from those who argue that 
in the contemporary world, the power of the financial markets and increasingly 
boundary less production processes has made the sorts of actions and strategic 
choices described in The External Control of Organizations no longer as im
portant or relevant (e.g., Davis and McAdam, 2000). The basic idea is as fol
lows. Resource dependence presumes some level of managerial discretion-to 
do things like engage in mergers, constitute boards of directors, and make de
cisions to manage environmental dependence. This is an accurate statement, 
and indeed, the assumption of managerial discretion and choice is one impor
tant way that resource dependence differs not only from transactions cost the
ory but many other economic approaches with their presumption that organi
zations do not invariably or inevitably seek efficiency and are not so 
constrained that they must do so at all moments. Recently, however, there has 
been a shift from what might be termed managerial capitalism to investor cap
italism (Useem, 1996). This shift has at once reduced the discretion of organi
zations and increased the role of markets. So, for instance, banks (Davis and 
Mizruchi, 1999) are no longer as central in the social structure of industry be
cause they are no longer as important in the allocation of financial resources. 

But the events of 200 1 and 2002 in corporate America speak to the rele
vance of resource dependence ideas and the importance of social relations even 
in, or perhaps particularly in, a world dominated by financial markets. As we 
now know, the market prices of financial instruments were affected by the cov-
a..-nJ!""Prt. ,. ...... ~ .. ~,_._.._c_,l, .. !r"'o.~n ~+a ...... nl"':.,L"'f-et T"hl:"JIC'.l:ao annlTrCt'-" ''1"f"rl.r.t:u1 f'r,r l·n"1.7AC'fYTll~..,t 
\.-J.Cl51.- auu 1~\..-VUJ.IU uuauvu;:, VJ. llCllJ>'!l.:>. J.Jl~>'!\..- 1 U.LJ"" nvl.n..vu lV HYv~UllvlJ 

banks, securities firms, and commercial banks such as Citicorp that purchased 
securities firms and investment banks. In order to get underwriting business, 
analysts provided favorable coverage and banks provided preferred access to 
initial public offerings for top managers at finns whose business they were 
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t~j; \~~~ 
seeking. Securities firms such as Merrill Lynch and banks such as J. P. M~rg.an 
Chase participated in the undeiWriting and syndication of complex financml m~ 
struments including the off-balance sheet partnership entities at Enron, n~w 
known to have been an attempt to artificially inflate the company's financ1al 
performance. 

At the same time, accounting firms, dependent on companies not only for 
auditing work but for the more lucrative and higher margin tax and information 
system consulting business. tended not to be as aggressive as they might be in 
questioning dubious financial transactions and various maneuvers designed to 
artificially inflate earnings and hide debt. It would be useful to see the extent 
to which resource dependence-the extensiveness of financial relations be
tween various entities and the dependence of the firms on those transactions
could account for the variation in the extent to which various accounting firms 
and inve~tment banks engaged in questionable behavior. It would also be in
tcresting.;to explore the extent to which director ties help us understand these 
acif9ns. ~ut the idea that there is some efficient market for corporate control 
thafprovides effective discipline over managerial behavior and delimits man
age~ial discretion seems almost ludicrous, given both what occurred with re
sp~ct to executive compensation and the ties between companies and their 
bankers and the consequences of those relationships for decisions about in
vestment ratings and financing activities. 

This is not to say that resource dependencies will necessarily predict or 
explain what occurred-we need lo do the empirical analyses to answer that 
question. But at first glance, corporate behavior can be more readily explained 
by resource dependence ideas than by ideas of efficient markets or even in
vestor c~pitalism. In the end, managers seemed to have plenty of discretion to 
both ennch themselves, engage in mergers and other transactions that did not 
build economic value, and to use their power to influence transactions to con
strain the independence of presumably independent entities such as accounting 
fmns, banks.' .and even, some might argue, federal regulatory authorities such 
as the Secuntles and Exchange Commission. 

Yet another challenge for resource dependence somewhat more subtle 
than those considered to this point, comes from the an,alysis of social networks 
and network structures. As Piskorski and Anand (2002: 3-4) noted: 

The resource dependence vi · · · 
h

. . ew · · . suggest-; that orgamzat10ns develop relauon-
s 1ps Wtth other organization b d · . 

s ase on mterdependenctes between their exoge-
nous endowments or resources A 1 . . 

. · · · · n a temattve vtew . .. emphasizes the role of 
pnor exchanges of an organ· f d .. 

tza ton etermmmg the strocture of subsequent ties . 

One alternative is then that th hi . . 
tive comes from Bu ' , e sto.ry of SOCial ties matters. Another altema-
network struct . rt slf(l992~ analysts of structural holes. Here the idea is that 

ure •tse provtdes opport . t' f b 
opportunity to profit fro l'nk' . un~ les or rokerage, and there is an 

m 1 mg organizations that are not otherwise linked to 
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each other. Yet a third alternative conceptualization of network relations and 
social ties comes from Podolny's (1993) emphasis on status. Status is deter
mined by the status of the other organizations the focal organization interacts 
with. Possession of high status confers a number of benefits including higher 
revenue" .-..~rl 1 ~n,,..r ~~~~" There 1's ther~~ore ~~~·1 ~ ;~"""n•; "e £or h1'gh statuL· ...... ;) «UU IV '1\'\;;J. \.-U;)l;), 1 , l.,l i , HU-.:; 111"-'-' JU Y l.C J V.l-

ganizations to form alliances with lower status ones. In each instance, network 
structure and history are presumed to be critical, not the nature or importance 
of the transactional interdependencies implicated in the network. it would be 
interesting and useful to see to what extent transactional interdependence mod
erates or provides even an alternative way of explaining interorganizational re
lations for those theories that to this point have focused primarily on network 
structure and status. 

With few exceptions (e.g., Piskorski and Anand, 2002), however, these net
work-social embeddedness theories of interorganizational relations have not 
been compared with predictions that might emerge from a resource dependence 
approach. Anand and Piskorski found that, under certain circumstances, resource 
endowments can substitute for network positions in predicting the organization's 
ability to develop commercial ties. They argued that "both resources and net
work positions need to be considered in a single model in order to understand 
the dynamics of interorganizational networks" (Piskorski and Anand, 2002: 33). 

Some New Directions for Resource Dependence 

My colleague and co-author Jerry Salancik was fond of saying, " success 
ruins everything.H To some extent, the very success of resource dependence 
theory has also been a problem. The idea, seemingly now widely accepted, that 
organizations are constrained and affected by their environments and that they 
act to attempt to manage resource dependencies, has become almost so ac
cepted and taken for granted that it is not as rigorously explored and tested as 
it might be. In fact, the original work may not even be read. The book has been 
out of print for a long time. And, as Mizruchi and Fein (1999: 653-654) per
ceptively noted: 

classic works are frequently described as often cited but rarely read. This accounts 
for the surprise that readers often experience when they actually go back and read 
such works. The fact that classic works in a field are often cited and discussed 
without being carefully read (or read at alJ) suggests the possibility that these 
works can become sociaJ constructions . 

It is quite likely that this is to some extent the fate that has befallen The Exter
nal Control of Organizations. To remedy this problem, throughout this chapter, 
and in what follows. I provide some suggestions for specific research that 
might be done that would more directly and proximately engage resource de
pendence theory. 
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Finkelstein's (1997) effort to explore the scope or boundary conditions .of 
resource dependence-does the effect vary over time. are there impacts of dlf
ferent public policy regimes-represents only a small beginning to wha~ ought 
to be a much larger systematic effort to examine resource dependence m con
text. For instance, we have seen in social psychology that many theories of 
cognition, with their assumption of individualism, are culturally specific and 
that phenomena such as the fundamental attribution error-the tendency to 
overattribute causation to individuals-disappears in other countries (e.g., 
Morris and Peng, 1994). Resource dependence, and for that matter, other theo
ries of interorganizational relations (e.g., Burt, 1992) begin with an emphasis 
on the focal organization and how that organization maneuvers to ohtain ad
vantage. Perhaps in more collectivist cultures, predictions of resource depend
ence would not be supported or would look different than they do in cultures in 
which competition and the seeking of competitive advantage and resource ac
cumulation are emphasized. 

Studying the adoption of the multidivisional form, Armour and Teece 
(1978) found performance effects initially but not subsequently, when adop
tion was more complete. In a similar way, it may be that the effectiveness of 
strategies of cooptation for enhancing organizational performance would di
minish as such strategies became more widely adopted and implemented. 
However, as already noted, in order to examine this phenomenon we would 
need more studies of the consequences of organizational efforts to manage en
vironmental dependence. 

Resource dependence predicts that organizations will attempt to manage 
the constraints and uncertainty that result from the need to acquire resources 
from the environment. However, the theory is largely silent concerning which 
of the various cooptive strategies organizations will u~e, and how the use of 
these strategies varies over time and other circumstances. Haunschild and 
Beckman ( 1998) did study whether complementary sources of information af
fected the impact of interlocks on behavior, but did not study whether comple
mentary sources of information or cooptive relations affected the structure or 
prevalence of interlocks. 

. Just as .the study of strategy has broadened its focus to consider a range of 
mternal actions organizations may take, to build competencies and internal re-
sources, to enter and leave ma k t d . . . r e s, an to compete on bases rangmg from m-
novauon to cost it would b f 1 ~ . . .. ' e use u •Or stud1es of strategy m a resource de-
pendence traditmn to const·de th 11 . . . r e cx.tema y-onented, sometimes non-market 
based actiOns companies u d k . . . n erta e to prov1de competitive leverage. Such 
~trategu~~<. mrlnrl"' •v·li•~~~1 ~~._· 't' · 
h

. . -h-- -··-·-~"' !''-" m.at a.l.:LlVl lCS, COOptmg political elites-for instance by 
mng t em upon th · 1 · ' 

I 
el: eavmg government service-and even litigation. 

t would also be mform t · t . 
d . al a tve o cons1dcr how product market competition 

an captt market changes aff t b th h .. 
P

la' . . . ec 0 t e abtltty of resource dependence to ex-
m orgamzatmnal actiOns and th "' e euects of those actions on organizational 
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outcomes. To the extent that competition increases pressures for isomorphism, 
competition might be expected to lead to more similarity in interorganizational 
behavior. And, Davis's and others' claims about the effects of the changes in the 
capital markets and other macroeconomic changes on managerial discretion and, 
consequently, on resource dependence predictions, warrant empirical examina
tion. There is no question that the structure of markets has changed, with in
creased globalization and with changes in the concentration of share ownership 
and in the regulatory structure of both financial and product markets. Using re
source dependence, and other, theories to empirically explore the effects of such 
changes on organizations would seem to be a worthwhile undertaking. 

To conclude this list of new or expanded directions, I would he remiss if I 
did not address public policy concerns. Organization theory has been, for the 
most part, content to be silent in discussions of public policy, particularly poli
cies dealing with economic actors and markets. Instead, discussions of mar
kets, competition, and regulation are left largely to economists. As someone 
who has personally experienced the results of the deregulation of electricity 
markets in the form of rolling blackouts and soaring utility bills, and as an ob
server of the failure of governmental regulation to prevent the continued con
solidation of numerous industries or to oversee the operation of markets for the 
benefits of consumers or the general well being, it seems to me that we ought 
to offer some competing logics for understanding markets and economic ac
tors . Resource dependence was originally developed to provide an alternative 
perspective to economic theories of mergers and board interlocks, and to un
derstand precisely the type of interorganizational relations that have played 
such a large role in recent "market failures." 

Providing a detailed road map of what a resource dependence approach to 
public policy and the analysis of contemporary market failures would look like 
is well beyond the scope of this brief introductory chapter. Suffice it to say that 
it would be both informative and useful to examine both interorganizational re
lations such as mergers and board interlocks and the relations between the reg
ulated and regulators using the basic concepts and hypotheses outlined in ttiis 
book. We should then take these insights and attempt to derive policy prescrip
tions based on what we have learned. It seems to me that organization theory 
generally, and theories of organizations and their environments more specifi
ca1ly, have much to say about the contemporary world of corporate gover
nance, regulatory failure, and self-dealing. 

The overriding theme of this introduction to the reissued book is that re
source dependence theory, although in many respects quite successf~l. has 
been too readijy accepted as an obligatory citation and not often enou.gh en
gaged empirically, either in concert or contrast with other theories of org~niza
tions and their environments or to further develop the theory itself. It is my 
hope that the republication of the original book will make the many ideas and 
insights of The External Control of Organizations accessible to new genera-
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tions of organizations scholars. By so doing, perhaps the study of resource de
pendence, as a theory not just as a metaphor, will be reinvigorated. 
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